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Corrigendum  to  “Preserved  stimulus-reward  and  reversal  learning
after  selective  neonatal  orbital  frontal  areas  11/13  or  amygdala
lesions  in  monkeys”
[Dev. Cogn.  Neurosci.  2  (2012)  363–380]
Andy  M.  Kazama, Jocelyne  Bachevalier ∗
Department of Psychology and Yerkes National Primate Research Center, Emory University, 954 Gatewood Road, Atlanta, GA 30329, USAThe authors regret that the recent manuscript entitled: “Preserved stimulus-reward and reversal learning after selec-
tive neonatal orbital frontal areas 11/13 or amygdala lesions in monkeys” (Kazama and Bachevalier, 2012) contained a
typographical error in Fig. 2. The representative case was  labeled as “Neo-Aibo-1”, however, the correct case is, “Neo-Aibo-2”.
The authors would like to apologize for any inconvenience caused.
DOI of the original article:http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.dcn.2012.03.002.
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